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PUTOLINE OIL

Putoline Oil has developed into a worldwide, leading brand in the industry of
motorbike lubricants and maintenance products. Its success is based on high quality
in combination with a very comprehensive, attractive product line. In addition, the
brand is marketed by an enthusiastic, competent team of people who have made
service and accessibility their priorities. 

Pulling a tin of oil just like that from the shelve and expecting that by chance, the oil
is suitable for your application is no longer altogether true. Technically too many
things have changed, e.g. engines become more powerful and fuel consumption and
emission levels have to be minimised. This has a large impact on the lubricants
industry, since new technological developments often ask for new specially
developed lubricants. Lubricants have become “construction parts”.

NANO TECH ADDITIVE SYSTEM 
Putoline Oil NANO TECH Motorcycle Oils, road and off
road, are based on the latest revolutionary technology:
nanotechnology. Putoline oil has taken the next step in
lubrication technology by introducing this new product
line. nano Tech motor oils offer guarantee full
compatibility with modern clutch friction materials and
provide unparalleled clutch engagement. It also
guarantees outstanding wear protection for the engine
and transmission, even under demanding race
conditions.

TECHNOMOTO ADDITIVE SYSTEM 
Technomoto Additive system is the first 4-stroke motor
oil technology introduced by Putoline oil. Motorcycle
engines faced a lot of problems being lubricated by
“normal” automotive motor oils, like “clutch slip”, cam
lobe pitting” and excessive “gear train wear”. The pure
bike Technomoto Additive Technology was and still is
thé solution for these problems.l

THE BIODEGRADABLE SELECTION 
The Biodegradable selection logo defines those products
that are biodegradable and therefore have the ability to
break down safely and relatively quickly, by biological
means, into the raw materials of nature and disappear
into the environment.

MRH ADDITIVE SYSTEM 
In addition to Technomoto, Putoline oil introduced the
2-stroke MrH Additive system. The main purpose of this
Additive system is more power, cleaner more efficient
burning and exceptional engine protection. MrH
Additive system also guarantees high rev and
temperature stability, exceptional film and shear
strength, reduction in fuel consumption, no deposit
build up on piston rings, power valve and exhaust
system, excellent throttle response (even in wet
conditions), long term optimised engine reliability and
improved starting quality. MrH is race proven in lubricant
technology. We borrowed the initials MrH in memory and out of respect for
Mark richard Hood, Managing Director of Putoline Distribution Ltd. (UK) and
Director of Putoline oil B.V. (Holland). Mark died 28 April 2001 enjoying one of
the things he loved most: riding bikes. Mark, you will always be in our minds!

ESTER TECH ADDITIVE SYSTEM 
Putoline oil ester Tech motorcycle oils are developed
especially for modern high-performance motorcycles,
road and off road. The ester Tech Technology, developed
and tested successfully in close cooperation with
renowned racing teams, ensures a tremendously strong
oil film, improved transmission and motor protection,
exceptionally good “stay in grade” features and
extremely low oil consumption. Because of the constant
temperature features and the improved additives
package, wear and tear is prevented more efficiently,
even during critical cold starts.

THE PREMIERE SELECTION 
The Putoline oil Premiere logo defines the product as the
very best in its range. it signifies Putoline oil’s
outstanding attention to detail in product development,
production techniques and consumer focus. These are
the highest quality products in the range.

STRAWBERRY SCENTED 
Has the world gone completely mad? strawberry scented
2-stroke oil? This logo stands for unparalleled engine
protection by utilising special synthetic additives
distinguished by its totally unique strawberry fragrance.
Heads will turn when you pass on the street; all of a
sudden there is a breath of fresh air.

PUTOLINE PRODUCT SYMBOLS



SUPER DX 4
Putoline Super DX4 four-stroke
engine oil is formulated to meet the
everincreasing demands of modern
four-stroke engines. Its unique
synthetic fortified formula exceeds
the requirements of leading bike
manufacturers and will provide
complete engine protection under
normal operating conditions.

Available packaging:
1L, 4L, 20L, 60L & 200L

Available viscosities:
10W40, 20W50
specifications:

JASO MA, API SG

SPORT 4
Technomoto Sport 4 semi-synthetic
four stroke motorcycle engine oil
contains Putolines revolutionary
“pure bike” TECHNOMOTO additive
system. This ensures total
compatibility with modern clutch
friction material. Developed
exclusively for touring & sport use.

Available packaging:
1L, 4L, 20L, 60L & 200L

Available viscosities:
10W40, 15W50, 20W50

specifications:
JASO MA2, API SL

SYNTEC 4 TECHNOMOTO
Technomoto Syntec 4 synthetic
four stroke motorcycle engine oil
contains Putolines revolutionary
"pure bike" TECHNOMOTO additive
system. This ensures total
compatibility with modern clutch
friction material. Developed
exclusively for superbike use.

Available packaging:
1L, 4L, 20L, 60L & 200L

Available viscosities:
10W40, 15W50
specifications:

JASO MA2, API SL

SYNTEC 4 + ESTER TECH
A fully synthetic four-stroke
competition engine oil containing
Putoline's revolutionary "pure bike"
ESTER TECH additive system. It
ensures total compatibility with
modern clutch friction material.
Developed exclusively for road &
racing motorcycle use. This
guarantees extended engine life
and complete component
protection under arduous racing
conditions.

Available packaging:
1L, 4L, 20L, 60L & 200L

Available viscosities:
10W30, 10W40, 10W50, 10W60, 15W50

specifications:
JASO MA2, API SL
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PUTOLINE 4 - STROKE OILS

ORDER REFS 1 LTR 4 LTR 20 LTR 60 LTR 200 LTR

SUPER DX 4
10W / 40 PO401 PO401A PO401B PO401C PO401D
20W / 40 PO402B PO402C
20W / 50 PO403 PO403A PO403B PO403C PO403D

SPORT 4
10W / 40 PO410 PO410A PO410B PO410C PO410D
15W / 50 PO411 PO411A PO411B PO411C PO411D
20W / 50 PO412 PO412A PO412B PO412D

SYNTEC 4
10W / 40 PO420 PO420A PO420B PO420C PO420D
15W / 50 PO421 PO421A PO421B PO421C PO421D

SYNTEC 4 +
5W / 50 PO435 PO435A
10W / 30 PO430 PO430A PO430B PO430D
10W / 40 PO431 PO431A PO431B PO431C PO431D
10W / 50 PO432 PO432A PO432C PO432C PO432D
10W / 60 PO433 PO433A PO433B PO433C PO433D
15W / 50 PO434 PO434A PO434B PO434C PO434D
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PUTOLINE 4 - STROKE OILS
FORMULA V TWIN

Putoline Formula V-Twin four-
stroke engine oil is formulated to
meet the everincreasing demands
of modern and classic V twin four-
stroke engines. Its unique semi-
synthetic formula exceeds the
requirements of leading bike
manufacturers and will provide
complete engine protection under
normal operating conditions.

Available packaging:
1L, 4L, 20L, 60L & 200L

Available viscosities:
20W40, 20W50
specifications:

JAso MA, APi sG

NANO TECH 4+
Putoline Oil Nano Tech 4+ is the
most advanced, 100% synthetic
four stroke oil ever produced by
Putoline Oil. These motor oils
guarantee full compatibility with
modern clutch friction materials
and provide unparalleled clutch
engagement and is extremely
suitable for both road motorcycles
and race motorcycles, performing
under the most extreme race
conditions.

Available packaging:
1L, 4L, 20L, 60L & 200L

Available viscosities:
10W40, 10W50, 10W60, 15W50, 5W40 

specifications:
JASO, MA-2,API, SM

RACING OIL
Racing Oil is a pure finest quality
castor oil with special additives.
Developed for Grasstrack and
Speedway Racing. It's special
formulation allows it to be mixed
with Methanol, Nitromethane, as
well as conventional fuel.

Available packaging:
1L &20L

Available viscosities:
SAE50

specifications:

SPEEDWAY BLUE
Putoline Speedway Blue is the
ultimate speedway oil. The purest
and finest quality Castor 4-stroke
racing oil with additives. Designed
especially for competition
Speedway & Grasstrack engines.

Available packaging:
1L

Available viscosities:
SAE50

specifications:

ORDER REFS 1 LTR 4 LTR 20 LTR 60 LTR 200 LTR

FORMULA V - TWIN
20W / 50 PO440 PO440A PO440B PO440C PO440D

GENUINE V - TWIN
20W / 50 PO443
SAE50 PO444

RACING OIL
PO441 PO441A PO441B

SPEEDWAY BLUE
PO442

NANO TECH 4 +
5W / 40 PO463 PO463A PO463B
10W / 40 PO460 PO460A
10W / 50 PO461 PO461A
10W / 60 PO464 PO464A
15W / 50 PO462 PO462A

GENUINE V TWIN          ** NEW **
Genuine V-Twin Motorcycle Oil SAE 20W-50 is a fully synthetic oil
specifically developed for all V-Twin motorcycles. This product is
suitable for models with combined or separate lubrication for the
engine, gearbox and primary chain case where SAE 20W-50
engine oil is specified.

specifications:
JASO MA2
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PUTOLINE 2 - STROKE OILS
TT LIGHT

TT Light is a modern clean burning,
low smoke synthetic 2-stroke oil
ideally suited for for small capacity
machines used under normal road
conditions. TT Light meets the
latest JASO performance
requirements. TT Light will mix with
other 2-stroke oils.

Available packaging:
1L, 4L, 20L &60L
specifications:

JASO FD/API TC/TISI

TT SPORT
TT Sport is a clean burning high
performance 2-stroke oil that will
minimise smoke, reduce carbon
deposits, prevent plug fouling and
extend engine component life.

Available packaging:
125ml, 1L, 4L, 20L & 60L

specifications:
JASO FD/API TC/TISI

TTX INJECTOR
TTX is the ultimate, 100% synthetic
race developed 2-stroke oil,
recommended for high
performance street bike
applications where a 100%
synthetic oil is specified. TTX
unique, LOW SMOKE, low carbon
formula provides ultra clean
burning protection for all engine
components uner extreme
operating conditions.

Available packaging:
1L, 20L & 60L
specifications:

JASO FD/API TC+/ ISO-L-
EGD/TISI/PIAGGIO HEXAGON

ESTER TECH RS 959
Ester Tech RS 959 represents the
very latest in two-stroke racing oil
technology, road, kart and scooter.
This 100% synthetic oil contains
Putoline's revolutionairy "pure
bike" ESTER TECH additive system,
which ensure that exceptional film
strength and load-carrying
properties are achieved and
maintained in even the most
extreme racing conditions.

Available packaging:
1L

specifications:
JASO FD/API TC+/ ISO-L-

EGD/TISI/PIAGGIO HEXAGON

ORDER REFS 1 LTR 4 LTR 20 LTR 60 LTR 200 LTR

TT LIGHT
PO201 PO201A PO201B PO201C PO201D

TT SPORT
PO210 PO210A PO210B PO210C PO210D

TTX
PO220 PO220A PO220B

RS 595
PO240 PO240B
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PUTOLINE 2 STROKE OILS - SCOOTER OILS
MX 5

MX5 is a sophisticated synthetic 2-
Stroke off road oil recommended
for engines used in Motocross and
Enduro. Extensively tested on tracks
around the world, MX5 provides
the ultimate in component
protection. Its synthetic
composition prevents the build up
of harmful carbon deposits on
pistons, cylinders and power valve
systems, and at the same time
provides outstanding film strength
and load bearing properties.

Available packaging:
1L, 4L &60L

specifications:
API, TC, JASO, FD

TT AQUA
TT Aqua is a modern 2-stroke oil
recommended for use in standard
and modified Jet Skis and other
personal watercraft. Its unique
synthetic based formula contains
specially selected additives that
prevent corrosion and provide total
protection for all engine
components. TT Aqua exceeds
performance specifications laid
down by the engine manufacturers.

Available packaging:
1L & 20L

specifications:
NMMA (BIA), TC-W3

TT SCOOTER
TT Scooter is a LOW SMOKE clean
burning high performance 2-stroke
scooter oil that will minimise
smoke, reduce carbon deposits,
prevent plug fouling and extend
engine component life. TT Scooter
is recommended for high
performance road use. Its suitable
for pre-mix and autolube injection
systems. Recommended mixing
ratio: 2-4%.

Available packaging:
125ml, 0.5L, 1L, 4L, 20L, 60L & 200L

specifications:
JASO FD/API TC/TISI

TT SCOOTER SCENTED
TT Scooter Scented is a LOW
SMOKE clean burning high
performance Strawberry scented 2-
stroke scooter oil that will minimise
smoke, reduce carbon deposits,
prevent plug fouling and extend
engine component life. TT Scooter
Scented is recommended for high
performance road use. Its suitable
for pre-mix and autolube injection
systems. Recommended mixing
ratio: 2-4%.

Available packaging:
1L & 20L

specifications:
JASO FD/API TC/TISI

ORDER REFS 1 LTR 4 LTR 20 LTR 60 LTR 200 LTR

MX 5 PO270
TT AQUA PO250
TT SCOOTER PO260 PO260A PO260B PO260C PO260D
125ml Tube   PO260F
500ml Bottle PO260G
TT SCOOTER scented PO261 PO261B
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PUTOLINE SCOOTER OILS
TT SCOOTER +

TT Scooter + demands of today's race
replica scooters. its unique formulation
provides outstanding film strength and
at the same time considerably reduces
harmfull carbon build up. TT Scooter +
synthetic base ensures a smooth, crisp
engine performance particularly under
the 'stop start' conditions of heavy urban
use. TT Scooter + surpasses the
requirements for 2-stroke oil as laid
down by manufacturers. TT Scooter + is
suitable for pre-mix and autolube
injection systems. Recommended
mixing ratio: 2-4%.

Available packaging:
1L, 4L,20L, 60L & 200L

specifications:
JASO FD/API TC+/ ISO-L-

EGD/TISI/PIAGGIO HEXAGON

CLASSIC SCOOTER
Putoline Oil Classic Scooter has
been developed for classic 2-stroke
scooters and will provide complete
protection for standard and mildly
tuned engines under normal use.

Available packaging:
1L

specifications:
API TC, JASO FD, ISO-L-EGD

CLASSIC SCOOTER X
Classic Scooter-X has been developed to
provide complete protection for classic
two stroke scooter engines, with cast
iron or aluminium nikasil cylinders. It is
especially formulated for high
performance road and competition use
and is suitable for Lambrettas, Vespas
and all two stroke classic and modern
Scooters. Classic Scooter-X has a unique
synthetic formulation that provides
outstanding oil film strength and also
reduces harmful carbon deposits
preventing spark plug fouling and
extending component life.

Available packaging:
1L

specifications:
API TC, JASO FD, ISO-L-EGD,

HUSQVARNA, PIAGGIO

SCOOTER 4T
Scooter 4T is formulated from the
very finest, especially selected base
oils and is fortified using advanced
synthetic additives. these synthetic
additives maintain a high degree of
engine cleanliness and
performance at all temperatures.

Available packaging:
1L, 4L, 20L, 60L & 200L

Available viscosities:
10W40

specifications:
JASO MA, API SL

ORDER REFS 1 LTR 4 LTR 20 LTR 60 LTR 200 LTR

TT SCOOTER + PO262 PO262A PO262B PO262C
CLASSIC SCOOTER PO263A
CLASSIC SCOOTER X PO263
SCOOTER 4T  10W/40 PO470 PO470B PO470C
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PUTOLINE SCOOTER OILS
TECHNOMOTO SCOOTER 4T 
Scooter 4T is a special synthetic
four-stroke engine oil specially
created for use in all modern four-
stroke scooters. Its unique
formulation provides the greater
protection needed in the "stop
start" conditions found in heavy
urban traffic.

Available packaging:
1L, 4L & 200L

Available viscosities:
5W40

specifications:
JASO MA2

ESTER TECH SCOOTER 4+
A fully synthetic four-stroke
competition engine oil containing
Putoline’s revolutionary “pure bike”
ESTER TECH additive system. It
ensures total compatibility with
modern clutch friction material.
Developed exclusively for road &
racing motorcycle use. This
guarantees extended engine life
and complete component
protection under arduous racing
conditions.

Available packaging:
1L, 20L, 60L & 200L
Available viscosities:

5W40
specifications:

JASO, MA2, API SL

SCOOTER GEAR OIL 30 & OIL 90
Two-stroke scooters lubricate the bore and crank through the petrol/oil
mixture. However, they require a dedicated gear oil to protect and lubricate
the gearbox and transmission. Putoline's Scooter Gear Oil is suitable for use
in all modern scooters where a SAE30 or SAE 90 oil is recommended.

SPECIAL SCOOTER OIL
Special Scooter Gear Oil. Two-stroke scooters lubricate the bore and crank
through the petrol/oil mixture. However, they require a dedicated gear oil to
protect and lubricate the gearbox and transmission. Putoline's Scooter Gear
Oil is suitable for use in all modern scooters where a SAE75w90 oil is
recommended.

Available packaging SAE30: 500ml, 1L & 20L
Available packaging SAE90: 500ml, 1L & 20L

Available packaging Special Scooter Oil: 125ml
Specifications Special Scooter Oil: API GL-5

ORDER REFS 1 LTR 4 LTR 20 LTR 60 LTR 200 LTR

4T TECHNOMOTO
5W / 40 PO472 PO472B PO470C

4T + ESTER TECH
5W / 40 PO471 PO471B PO471C PO471D

ORDER REFS 125 ML 500 ML 1 LTR 4 LTR 20 LTR

SCOOTER GEAR OILS
75W /90 Special POG11
S.A.E. 30 POG12 POG12A POG12B
S.A.E. 90 POG13 POG13B
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PUTOLINE GEAR OILS

ORDER REFS 1 LTR 4 LTR 20 LTR 60 LTR 200 LTR

LIGHT POG01 POG01A POG01B POG01C
MEDIUM POG02 POG02A POG02B POG02C
HEAVY POG03 POG03A POG03B
GP10 POG04 POG04A POG04B
GP80 POG05 POG05A POG05B
RS75 POG06 POG06B
ATF POG07 POG07B
SP GEAR POG08 POG08B
NANO-TRANS GP POG09
GEAR X   POG10
GENUINE V-TWIN POG15

GEAR LIGHT
Gear Light has been specially developed for today's
motorcycle gearboxes, for use on the road and
racetrack. Its light synthetic-based formulation
ensures complete protection for all gearbox
components and ensures a smooth clutch action at
all times, particularly when cold.Specifications
Specifications: API GL-1

GEAR MEDIUM
Gear Medium provides an outstanding degree of
component protection in both road and race
applications. Recommended for use in warmer
climates, with ambient temperatures above 20
degrees centigrade, Gear Medium will reduce
overall friction, thereby releasing the maximum
power possible at the rear wheel.
Specifications: API GL-1

GEAR HEAVY
Gear Heavy utilises EP (extreme pressure) additives
and is recommended for all shaft drive units where
SAE 80W/90 is specified.
Specifications: API GL-5 Mil-L-2105D

ZF TE-ML-05A/16B/17B/19B/21A

GP 10
Putoline GP10 gear oil represents the very latest in
gear oil technology. It ensures a substantial
reduction in friction loss and the heat it generates,
thereby releasing maximum power at the rear
wheel. Although Putoline GP gear oils have been
developed specifically for racing applications, it can
be used in road machines also.
Specifications: API GL-4

GP 80
GP80 gear oil represents the very latest in gear oil
technology. It ensures a substantial reduction in
friction loss and the heat it generates, thereby
releasing maximum power at the rear wheel.
Although Putoline GP gear oils have been developed
specifically for racing applications, it can be used in
road machines also.
Specifications: API GL-4

RS 75
Putoline RS 75 Racing Gear Oil. This unique 100%
synthetic gear oil is recommended for two-stroke
and 4-stroke engine gearboxes used in Grand Prix
racing. Special additives protect all gearbox
components from “shear” and “shock” loading
experienced in extreme racing conditions.
Specifications: API GL-4/5

ATF
ATF is a high-quality oil for use in automatic,
synchromesh, powershift transmissions, gearboxes,
torque converters, servo systems and hydraulic
clutches. Its good frictional properties, high
oxidation and thermal stability combat friction and
guarantee long life. ATF is a gear nand transmission
lubricant which can be used in certain two-stroke
gearbox applications. Refer to owners manual for
specific advice.
Specifications: GM Dexron IIIG-34198(Performance level IIIH)

GEAR X
80w/140 Gear oil for use in in final drive and
extreme conditions, as specified by Moto Guzzi etc

SP GEAR OIL
Putoline SP Gear Oil is a high quality Total Drive Line
gear oil, specially developed for gearboxes, final
drives and differentials of modern motorcycles
(Road & Off Road), scooters and quads. SP Gear Oil
is suitable for both recreational and competition
use. The synthetic formulation provides excellent
protection for all gearbox components and ensures
a smooth clutch action under all temperature
conditions.
Specifications: API GL-3/GL-4/GL-5/MT-1

NANO TRANS GP
Putoline Nano Trans GP with Putoline Oil's "pure
bike" Nano Tech additive system is the most
advanced transmission oil for competitive Grand
Prix 2-stroke and 4-stroke transmissions ever
produced by Putoline Oil. The combination of Nano
Tech additives and 100% synthetic base oils
provides excellent wear protection for the
transmission. The life cycle of the clutch plates is
substantially extended, leading to unsurpassed
effectiveness and accuracy when engaging the
clutch for top performance throughout the entire
race. Nano Trans GP has a significantly longer life
cycle compared to conventional products, which
makes it possible at least to halve standard oil
change intervals.

GENUINE V-TWIN GEARBOX OIL  **NEW
Genuine V-Twin Gearbox Oil is a premium quality
synthetic transmission oil specifically developed for
V-Twin motorcycles with separate lubrication for the
gearbox and primary chain case.
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PUTOLINE SUSPENSION OILS & BRAKE FLUIDS
FORK OIL LIGHT /MEDIUM / HEAVY
Mineral SAE 5 (Light), SAE10 (Medium) & SAE20
(heavy) front fork oil for normal road use.
Recommended for scooters and mopeds. Suitable
for conventional as well as up-side down front forks.

HPX
Putoline HPX suspension fluid is formulated from
special, highley refined, synthetic blended base oils.
The addition of the most advanced additives
produces a high-tech, top quality product for use
Grand-Prix level. HPX suspension fluid prevents
corrision, oxidation, leaking seal rings and foaming.
HPX suspension fluid particulary suitable for
machines used in high performance street, Moto-X,
Road Racing and Enduro applications, whether is
cross country races, road racing, enduro racing,
trails or off-the-road racing.

FORMULA GP
Formula GP Fork Oil has been developed for pure
competition purposes. Using the very latest in
additive technology. These special additives give the
oil excellent lubricating properties, reducing friction
and therefore improving contact, response and grip
between tyre and track. The additives prevent
foaming, therefore damping stability is guaranteed .

The viscosity of the oil remains stable throughout
the whole temperature range and elininates
damping loss.

GPR6 RACING
GPR 6 Racing Shock Oil has been developed for pure
competition purposes using the very latest in
additive technology. These special additives, give
the oil excellent lubricating properties, reducing
friction and therefore improving contact between
tyre and track. These additives also prevent foaming
therefore making it easier and quicker to bleed the
shock-absorber. The viscosity of the oil remains
stable throughout the whole temperature range
and eliminates damping loss.

DOT 4 BRAKE FLUID
Putoline DOT 4 High Performance Brake Fluid is a
technically advanced synthetic brake fluid, which
meets the latest and most stringent requirements as
laid down by manufacturers worldwide.  Can be
mixed with synthetic DOT 3 and 5.1.
Specifications: SAE J 1703 FMVSS DOT 4

DOT 4 RACING BRAKE FLUID
Putoline Ultimate Racing Brake Fluid has been
designed exclusively for motorcycle competition
use. Its extremely high dry- and wet boiling point
prevent vapour bubble formation and therefore
brake fading even under extreme braking loads. It is
technically so advanced that it exceeds the
performance of DOT 5.1 by far. It cures a sponge feel
in the brake lever and improves braking response.
Also, suitable for ABS.

DOT 5.1 BRAKE FLUID
Putoline DOT 5.1 High Performance Brake Fluid is a
technically advanced synthetic brake fluid, which
meets the latest and most stringent requirements
as laid down by manufacturers worldwide. Can be
mixed with synthetic DOT 3 and 4.
Specifications: SAE J 1703 FMVSS DOT 5.1

HYDRAULIC CLUTCH FLUID
Putoline Clutch Fluid is suitable for among others
Magura where a mineral clutch fluid is required.

DOT 5 SILICON BRAKE FLUID
Putoline DOT 5 SILICON Brake Fluid is suitable for all
high performance and competition applications
where a silicon brake fluid is specified, It’s unique
formulation and wide temperature range (-40 to
+260°C) guarantees optimum braking efficiency and
performance is achieved. Putoline DOT 5 Silicon
brake fluid will extend the life of the braking system
and will not harm painted surfaces. Can be used in
hydraulic clutch systems if required. Thoroughly
clean the braking system with white spirit before
filling. Do not mix with other brake fluids. 

ORDER REFS 500ML 1 LTR 20 LTR

LIGHT   S.A.E. 5 POF01 POF01A
MEDIUM   S.A.E. 10 POF02 POF02A
HEAVY   S.A.E. 15 POF03 POF03A

HPX
2.5W POF10 POF10A
5W POF11 POF11A
7.5W POF12 POF12A
10W POF13 POF13A
15W POF14 POF14A
20W POF15 POF15A
30W POF16 POF16A

FORMULA GP
2.5W POF20
5W POF21 POF21A
7.5W POF22 POF22A
10W POF23

GPR6 RACING
2.5W POF30 POF30A
3.5W POF31 POF31A

ORDER REFS 100 ML 250 ML 500 ML 1 LTR

DOT 4 POBF01 POBF01A POBF02
DOT 4 RACING POBF03
DOT 5.1 POBF04 POBF05
DOT 5 SILICON POBF06
MINERAL CLUTCH POCF01

Renew brake fluid every two years, irrespective of the mileage covered during the period.
If in doubt, consult your owners manual for recommended brake fluid specifications.

PUTOLINE BRAKE FLUIDS



OCTANE BOOSTER
Putoline Octane Booster is the perfect non-
mechanical aid to increased engine performance.
Formulated using special lead free synthetic
additives, Putoline Octane Booster increases horse
power and acceleration, reduces engine "knock",
improves combustion and reduces heat build up in
both two- and four-stroke engines.

FUEL CONDITIONER
GB - Putoline Oil Fuel Conditioner cleans, protects
and lubricates the complete fuel system. It removes
deposits from carburettors, injectors, valves and
combustion chambers. By neutrolising
condensation it prevents water build-up in fuel
tanks. The complete fuel system is also protected
from corrosion. Fuel Conditioner restores
performance, decreases fuel consumption giving a
more consistent engine idling speed and also
decreases the amount of harmful exhaust fumes.
Engines are started more easily, it is also chlorine-
free and harmless to catalitic converters. Helps
prevent carb icing.

FUEL STABILIZER
Putoline Oil Fuel Stabilizer prevents petrol
oxidation. When storing your motorcycle or quad
for long periods (more than 1 month) there is a risk
that the remaining fuel in the tank can oxidize. This
will cause gum and varnish build-up in the petrol-
tank as well as in crucial parts in the carburettor. As
a direct result this can cause starting problems and
also prevent the engine from idling efficiently.
Putoline Fuel Stabilizer will prevent these kind of
problems occuring.

RACING GREASE
Racing Grease is a special high quality EP2 lithium
"complex" grease. It has excelent mechanical
stability and due to its fine structure there will be no
oil separation. It is waterproof and therefore very
suitable for all race applications.
Specifications: N.L.G.I. klasse 2 DIN 51825, KP2N-30

WHITE ACTION GREASE + PTFE
Top quality lithium complex white grease with a
large percentage of PTFE for excellent lubrication
and to reduce friction. Many uses including sealing
Putoline Action Filter to the air box of all off road
bikes. Can also be used for the lubrication of wheel
bearings and wheel axles, steering head stem
bearings and swing-arm bearing assemblies on all
off road and road bikes, quads, scooters karts and
snowmobiles.
Specifications: N.L.G.I. Klasse 2 DIN 51 502, KP 2 N-25

CERAMIC GREASE
Ceramic grease is a high quality anti seize paste and
high temperature lubricant. This product is very
suitable for use in assembly/disassembly of:
components of ABS systems, brake components,
spark plugs, exhaust components, (bolt)connectors,
joints of various metals (e.g. steel/aluminium).
Ceramic grease is also very suitable for lubrication of
applications which are exposed to very high
temperatures and/or pressures. 
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PUTOLINE MAINTENANCE PRODUCTS
O/X-RING SPRAY
O/X-Ring Spray has been specially developed for
O/X-Ring sealed chains. It's light, penetrative, anti-
corrosive formulation ensures complete component
protection in all weathers and will reduce power
loss throughout the drive system by providing
excellent lubrication to all moving parts. Used
regularly O/X-Ring Spray will considerably extend
chain and sprocket life. For the best results apply
liberally to chain whilst the motorcycle is on it's
main stand and the rear wheel is rotated manually
so to ensure complete coverage. Shake well before
using!

DX 11 SPRAY
DX11 Synthetic Chain Lube for high performance
road and off road use. DX11's unique water
repellent, non-fling formula penetrates deep into
the chain, coating & protecting to a super tacky,
non-fling finish. With outstanding protection against
corrosion and wear, DX11 will reduce overall friction
when used regularly. DX11 is clean to use and is
suitable for standard, O-Ring & X-Ring chains.

TECH CHAIN SPRAY (AE)
Putoline Tech Chain (Ceramic Wax) has been
chemically engineered to represent the very latest
in chain preparation and maintenance. Tech Chain
utilises a totally unique ceramic wax formulation,
which combined with a sophisticated selection of
additives including PTFE, provides truly outstanding
protection for your chain in all operating conditions.
Suitable for both O-ring and non O-ring chains used
in either competition or performance road
applications.

CHAIN WAX
Chain Wax is a traditional treatment for the
lubrication of non O-ring (open MX type) chains.
When heated on a stove, the special Chain Wax with
Graphite additive will melt and will clean and
lubricate the non O-Ring (open MX type) chain. It
will penetrate deep into the chain. Chain Wax, with
a little more effort then with a spray-can the best
lubrication for non O-Ring chains.

ORDER REFS 100 ML 200 ML 500 ML 600 ML 1 KG

O-RING POC01 POCH02
DX11 POCH04
TECH CHAIN POCH05 POCH06
CHAIN WAX POCH08

DESCRIPTION ORDER REF

FUEL SYSTEM
OCTANE BOOSTER 1 Litre POFU01
FUEL CONDITIONER 220 ml POFU02
FUEL STABILIZER 220 ml POFU03

GREASE
RACING GREASE 100gr POGR02
RACING GREASE 600 gr POGR05
WHITE GREASE + PTFE 65 gr POGR07
WHITE GREASE + PTFE 100 gr POGR03
WHITE GREASE + PTFE 600 gr POGR06
CERAMIC GREASE 100 gr POGR01

web: www.staniforths.co.uk |  Email: sales@staniforths.co.uk
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PUTOLINE MAINTENANCE PRODUCTS
COOLANT NF
Ready for use organic cooling liquid that provides
frost protection down to -36°C. Safe for aluminium
and magnesium parts.Suitable for all off road and
road bikes, quads, scooters, karts and snowmobiles.

ICE COOLER
Silicate free long-life coolant based on Nano
Technology and Mono Propylene Glycol (MPG). It
offers perfect protection for all types of metal used
in modern motorcycle race engines and cooling
systems. Ice cooler is fully compatible with all water
pump seals and gaskets. It ensures a long life-span
by the use of silicate-free techniques and provides
excellent pour-point-lowering properties. It is non-
toxic, biodegradable and not harmful to the
environment. Due to a special formulation Ice
Cooler prevents engine overheating and reduces
operating temperatures under race conditions,
allowing continuous high power output and
increased reliability. This product is highly suitable
for all extreme Off-Road and race use. Ice cooler
offers frost protection up to a minimum of -26°C.

BRAKE CLEANER SPRAY
Strong fast acting aerosol for cleaning and
degreasing of all brake parts, such as master
cylinders, callipers and discs. Leaves no residue on
cleaned components

CARBURETTOR CLEANER SPRAY
Formulated using a complex mix of special solvents,
and is recommended for all carburettors types.
Putoline Carburettor Cleaner will remove varnish
and gum deposits from choke valves, needle valves
and jets. Putoline Carburettor Cleaner will restore
engine efficiency by eliminating rough idling, and
stalling and will improve fuel economy.

CONTACT CLEANER SPRAY (AE)
Specially formulated for cleaning and degreasing:
spark plugs, contact breakers and all other electrical
items. Putoline Contact Cleaner has a high powered
spray action that ensures complete cleaning of
difficult or non-assemble items. A special additive
prevents corrosion.

CHAIN & ENGINE DEGREASER SPRAY
Especially developed for motorcycle use. Its unique
fast acting formulation will remove heavy oil and
grease from all areas including chains, sprockets,
engines and frames. Easy & quick to use, suitable for
all chrome, painted, rubber and plastic surfaces,
water-soluble & leaves no residue.

SILICON SPRAY (AE)
Restores colour to that showroom like finish to a
wide variety of plastic and painted surfaces and at
the same time ensures future cleaning is made
easier. Its water-repellent formulation makes it the
ideal choice when protecting electrical components
from ingress of water.

PENETRATING 1001 SPRAY
1001 Spray with its strong penetrating capacity has
many applications. It penetrates and lubricates, it
displaces and repels moisture. It cleans and protects
all metalls. Trough its special composition,
penetrating spray can be used on motorcycles,
scooters, bicycles, jet-skis, boats, cars, locks, hinges,
grassmowers, engines and for lubricating purposes
at home.

PPF-52 SPRAY
Putoline PPF-52 places a strong uniform protective
layer over all bike parts. Whether they are made of
metal, plastic or rubber, PPF-52 protects against
corrosion in salty conditions. Displaces water after
washing, lubricates, revitalises parts and also
provides a nice deep shine. Suitable for Road and
Off Road bikes.

PTFE CABLE GUARD SPRAY (AE)
Multi purpose high performance lubricant. It's
compound will protect for all moving metal and
plastic parts. It provides long-term lubrication and
protection even under extreme pressure and heavy
loads.

RS1 WAX POLISH SPRAY (AE)
Silicon free foam wax polish with carnauba wax
creates a long lasting deep shine to all painted
surfaces. Recommended on all aluminium, carbon,
titanium and painted surfaces on helmets, off road-
and roadbikes, quads, scooters, karting, bicycles,
snowmobiles and watercraft.

PUT OFF
Putoline Put Off Bike Cleaner is an ultra efficient
total cleaner for motorcycles, quads, bicycles, etc.
The concentrated formula, containing the latest
Nanotech components, guarantees a safe and
powerful cleaning and provides long-lasting
protection. It is also suitable for the most sensitive
surfaces (magnesium, anodized elements,
aluminium, etc.) This product prevents adhesion of
dirt and simplifies cleaning.
Application: Spray the cleaner on surface and wait
for 5 minutes before removing it by thorough rinsing
with pressurized water jet. Remove persistent dirt
with brush or sponge. Do not use on unprotected
reflecting surfaces.

WIZZ WASH & WAX
A brand new unique product expecially developed
to clear and shine motorcycles and scooters. When
used regularly, it will not be necessary to wash your
bike or scooter with water. Iys unique formulation
leaves a long lasting all over protection shine. 

TYRE TEC TYRE SOAP
High quality universal tyre mounting soap

BATTERY ACID
Suitable acid for all battery initial filling.

DESCRIPTION ORDER REF

COOLANT NF 1 Litre POC01
COOLANT NF 4 Litre POC01A
COOLANT NF 20 Litre POC01B
COOLANT NF 60 Litre POC01C
ICE COOLER 2 Litre POC02
BRAKE CLEANER 500ml AE POBC01
CARBURETTOR CLEANER 500ml AE POBC02
CONTACT CLEANER 500ml AE POBC03
CHAIN & ENGINE DEGREASER 500ml AE POBC04
CHAIN & ENGINE DEGREASER 1 Litre POBC05
SILICON SPRAY 500ml AE POBC06
1001 PENETRATING SPRAY 500ml AE POBC07
PPF-52 500ml AE POBC08
PTFE CABLE GUARD 500ml AE POBC09
RS1 WAX POLISH 500ml AE POBC10
PUT OFF 1 Litre POBC11
WIZZ WASH & WAX 1 Litre POBC12
TYRE TEC TYRE SOAP 3.5 Kg POT02
ACID 1 Litre POACID
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PUTOLINE WORKSHOP AND SHOWROOM
DESCRIPTION ORDER REF

HAND CLEANER
LEMON SCENT 600 gr POHC02
LEMON SCENT 4.5 Kg POHC03

DISPLAY STANDS
DISPLAY STAND Small PODS
PUTOLINE OIL MAT POMAT
WORKSHOP JUGS 2 & 3 Ltr POW03

OVERALLS
MECHANICS Small POW01

Medium POW01A
Large POW01B
XLarge POW01C

RACE TEC     Small POW02
Medium POW02A
Large POW02B
XLarge POW02C

TROUSERS
MACH -II TROUSERS Small POW04

Medium POW04A
Large POW04B
XLarge POW04B
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HAND CLEANER
Putoline Hand Cleanser Yellow. The addition of natural
ingredients makes this handcleanser extra effective.
Harmless to the skin. Water soluble and does not block
water waste pipes. Rub handcleanser on dry hands until dirt
loosens. Rinse off with water or wipe off with a towel. Store
in a cool, but frost-free place. Approved by the Royal
Institute of Public Health & Hygiene
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PAINTS
PRIMERS
Easy to apply for super smooth finish. Forms the
ideal base for all automotive top coats. A consistent
fast and even spray rate, quick coverage, quick
drying. Small paint particles, no run, no powdery
finish.

GLOSS BLACK PAINT
Easy to apply for super smooth finish. A consistent
fast and even spray rate, quick coverage, quick
drying. Small paint particles, no run, no powdery
finish. Deep brilliant shine from gloss paint

SATIN MATT BLACK PAINT
Easy to apply for super smooth finish. A consistent
fast and even spray rate, quick coverage, quick
drying. Small paint particles, no run, no powdery
finish. True matt finish from matt paints,

ENGINE ENAMEL PAINT
For use on cylinder heads. Tough, durable and hard
wearing. Quick drying, no need to use primer. 
Resists solvents and additives. 
Ideal for racing, customising and high performance
applications.

VERY HIGH TEMPERATURE PAINT
Ideal for areas of intense heat, manifolds, exhausts.
Protects at temperatures up to 1110°F, 600°C.
Also suitable for barbecue, boilers, fireplaces and
stoves. 

MOTORCYCLE HEAT DISPERSANT PAINT
Resists solvents. 
Protects up to 300 C. 
Gives a durable protective finish.
Matt Black

TOUGH BLACK
Specially developed for high performance
applications. Provides a tough and scratch-proof
surface. Oil, petrol and grease resistant. Satin Black
ideal anti-glare finishes for all metal surfaces.

CYLINDER BLACK
Satin finish heat resistant paint for exhaust systems, 
engine cases, cylinder heads etc.

5 WHEEL SILVER PAINT
High quality, brand leading wheel paint range.
Compatible with leading car manufacturers’ original
colours

CLEAR LACQUER ACRYLIC
Universal lacquer, suitable for use over any car paint-
work. Provides a high gloss, smooth finish.
Easy to use and fast drying

DESCRIPTION ORDER REF

Grey Primer 500ml SPGP500
White Primer 150ml SPWP150
Gloss Black 500ml SPBG500
Satin Matt Black 150ml SPMB150
Satin Matt Black 500ml SPMB500
Engine Enamel Black Gloss 500ml VHTBG400
Engine Enamel Matt Black 500ml VHTK400
Very High Temperature Paint 500ml VHTMB400
Heat Dispersant Paint Matt Black 500ml VHTHD400
Tough Black 500ml SPTK500
Cylinder Black 100ml HEPB
Cylinder Black 250ml HEPB250
5 Wheel Silver 500ml SPWS500
Clear Laquer Acrylic 500ml SPCL500



TYRE PEN FROM TYREART: 
• A liquid paint tyre marker which has been tried and tested for several years 
• Widely acclaimed as the most effective method of writing on or decorating tyres 
• Used by the professionals for brand name display
• Enhances the appearnace of any vehicle by creating an individual “look” that’s unique
• Supplied on a full colour blister card with instructions for use on reverse

TYRE GLOSS From Tyreart:
• Specially formulated to enhance the appearance of any tyre
• Fully compatible with the Tyreart TYRE PEN (conventional “Black Enhancers” aren’t)
• Non-toxic and solvent free
• User friendly and environment-friendly
• Retains its glossy appearance long after others have faded
• Dries to leave no oily residue

One simple applications by brush is all that’s needed.
*TYRE GLOSS is dry in 30 minutes and the sidewall of any tyre
can then be lettered and coloured according to individual
taste!
TYRE GLOSS also worls well on black plastic bumpers -
they come up looking new!
TYRE GLOSSis supplied in a wide-neck, 175ml tub,
wrapped in an attractive, full colour , printed label
containing complete instructions for use.
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LUBES
GT85
Non-sticky Lubrication, Effective Penetrator, Water
Displacer, Rustproofer, With PTFE

TF2
The No.1 worldwide best selling Teflon® surface
protector spray. Teflon® surface protector coating
with high lubricity. Built-in repellant to disperse
water. High penetration into bearing surfaces of
chain. Repels dirt and cleans surfaces leaving
protective film. Also suitable for motorcycles, cars,
boats, etc

WD40
WD-40 protects metal from rust and corrosion,
penetrates stuck or jammed parts, displaces
moisture, lubricates just about anything.
WD-40 is also great when it comes to cleaning
grease, grime, and other marks from most surfaces.
The Five Basic Functions
CLEANS, PROTECTS, LUBRICATES, PENETRATES &
DISPLACES MOISTURE

DESCRIPTION ORDER REF

WD40 250ml WD40200
WD40 450ml WD40400
GT85 400ml GT85
TF2 400ml TF2

DESCRIPTION ORDER REF

Gold PEN1
White PEN2
Silver PEN3
Blue PEN4
Green PEN5
Red PEN6
Yellow PEN7
Orange PEN8
Pink PEN9
Grey PEN10
Black PEN11
Tyre Gloss 175ml PENTG
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MAINTENANCE & VALETING
BIKE INSTANT GASKET
Premium quality clear silicone providing a virtually
invisible seal/joint

BLUE GASKET SEALANT
Multi purpose blue gasket sealant for sealing metal -
to - metal joints where a gasket is not required, use
on cylinder heads, sumps, pumps, gearboxes, axles,
hydraulic and pneumatic assemblies

LOCK THREAD & SEAL
Prevents loosening of nuts, bolts and fastenings
through vibration. Removable with normal tools.

PETRO PATCH PUTTY
A fast acting metal epoxy putty which repairs leaks
fast on petrol, oil, diesel and water tanks, burst pipes
and leaking radiators.

SUPER GLUE
Recommended for bonding pottery, plastics, wood,
rubber, metal and leather.

COPPER GREASE
Ensures excellent protection for metal parts against
heat, seizure, rust, corrosion, water and acid.

EXHAUST ASSEMBLY PASTE
Asbestos free formulation lubricates and seals joints
during assembly. Cartridge pack also available.

GOOP
GOOP is permanently installed in the tyre or tube
before any puncture occurs. As the wheel rotates
Goop is evenly distributed around inside the tyreor
tube ready to seal. When a puncture does occur the
escaping air presure forces Goop into the hole
immedediatley forming a strong airtight seal.
Goop will seal puntuctures upto 1/4" dia.

TYREWELD
Seals and inflates punctured tyres instantly. Water
based latex formula does not damage tyre. Formula
can be washed out using warm water prior to tyre
repair. Eliminates the need for immediate tyre
change. Approved by National Tyre Distributors
association. Unique controllable valve.

MOTORCYCLE TEMPORARY TYRE REPAIR
Provides a safe and rapid temporary repair. Unique
formulation re-inflates the tyre and seals the hole
caused by the puncture.

DUCT TAPE
BLACK 50M x 50cm

DESCRIPTION ORDER REF

Bike Instant Gasket 40g HEBIG
Blue Gasket Sealant (12 per Box) 40g SOHY
Lock Thread & Seal 3ml HETOR
Petro Patch Putty 50g PPP50
Super Glue 3g HESG
Copper Grease 20g CG20
Exhasut Assembly Paste 140g FG1
Goop 250ml MG250
Goop 500ml MG500
Tyreweld 400ml TW400
Temporary Tyre Repair 300ml HMC4
Duct Tape 50m DTK1
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MAINTENANCE & VALETING
BRAKE CLEANER
An effective non-trich formulation, removes dirt,
grease, brake fluid and brake lining dust from brake
systems

CARB CLEANER
Improves engine efficiency and fuel economy by
removing varnish and gum residues from
carburettors and automatic chokes

GUNK ENGINE DEGREASANT
A powerful and effective degreaser that can be used 
in a wide range of cleaning applications including
automotive, industrial and agricultural. Gunk is the
world's leading brand of water soluble engine
degreasant.

AUTOSOL
Brilliant chrome, aluminium and metal polish.
Cleans, polishes and protects virtually all metals.

AUTOSOL LIQUID CHROME CLEANER
Especially useful for motorbikes and cycles

AUTOSOL MOTORCYCLE DIRTLIFTER
Removes stubborn grease, mud, traffic film and
insect remains. Ideal for pre-wash before applying
polish

AUTOSOL SHOWROOM POLISH
Brings back "that new look" to dull paintwork,
plastic, alloy and bright metals. Leaves the treated
area protected by a thin layer of wax/resin. Ideal on
custom paintwork and delicate metals. Does not
smear or stick.

AUTOSOL WATERLESS CLEAN & POLISH
Simply apply and wipe off dirt in one go! Unique
formulation encapsulates the dirt on the shining
cloth leaving a scratch and watermark-free, clean,
polished, protected surface. Suitable for use on
alloy, metal, paintwork, plastic and rubber.

HOLTS MOTORCYCLE SHAMPOO
Powerful yet mild detergency which washes away
road grime. Leaves a non-smear deep gloss shine

HOLTS MOTORCYCLE WAX POLISH
Provides a brilliant high gloss finish. Special sealants
lock in the shine and protect the paintwork.

HOLTS CHROME & ALUMINUM POLISH
Cleans and shines all chrome and aluminium
surfaces. Protects against further pitting and
blemishes

HOLTS MOTORCYCLE DEGREASER
Formulated to remove grease and eliminate tar from 
engines, chains and metal parts

HOLTS ANTI-MIST & WATER REPELLENT
Special 2-in-1 formula ensures perfect visibility in
the rain. Prevents both mist and water droplets
forming on helmet visors.

HOLTS MOTORCYCLE WHEEL CLEANER
Fast and powerful foaming action that reduces road
grime, grease and damaging brake dust. Suitable
most wheel types

HOLTS MOTORCYCLE BUG SHIFTER
Highly effective wipe on, wipe off formula. Removes
insects and other deposits from plastic fairings.

LEATHER CLEANER
As used by Carl Fogarty. Ideal treatment for
motorbike leathers, car, aircraft interiors office and
home furnishings, luggage, footwear plus much
more

LATEX GLOVES
Latex Gloves surpassing internationally recognised
standards

DESCRIPTION ORDER REF

Granville Brake Cleaner 500ml SPBC
Granville Carb Cleaner 500ml CC400
Gunk Engine Degreaser 500ml GUNK
Autosol (12 per Box) 75ml SOAS
Autosol Liquid Chrome Cleaner 250ml SOLCC
Autosol Dirtlifter 1 Litre SODL
Autosol Showroom Polish 250ml SOSP
Autosol Waterless Clean & Polish 500ml SOWCP
Holts Motorcycle Shampoo 250mL HMC1
Holts Motorcycle Wax Polish 250ml HMC2
Holts Chrome & Aluminium Polish 250ml HMC3
Holts Motorcycle Degreaser 300ml HMC5
Holts Anti-Mist & Water Repellent 300ml HMC6
Holts Motorcycle Wheel Cleaner 375ml HMC8
Holts Motorcycle Bug Shifter 375ml HMC9
Leather Cleaner LC1
Latex Gloves (100 per box) Large LGB
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PRO-CLEAN PRODUCTS

PCFCK

PCCL1

PCCL5

PCCA1

PCCA5

PCD1

PCJ

PRO - CLEAN
Pro Clean is a unique blend of fully biodegradable chemicals designed
to clean every part of the exterior of your race machine. The
intelligent chemical formulation releases the correct level of active
cleaning agents to ensure perfect results every time from mud
covered rally cars to the most refined precious metals and carbon
fibre components of delicate racing cycles.

1 Litre with trigger PCCL1
5 Litre PCCL5
25 Litre  Please telephone for details

PRO - CARE
Pro-Care is a blend of lubricants and low evaporation penetrating oils,
designed to displace water from the hidden places where rust and
corrosion may occur between washes and after poor weather.

1 Litre PCCA1
5 Litre PCCA5
25 Litres   Please telephone for details

PRO - TECTION
Pro Tection is completely unique & revolutionary water based
corrosion inhibitor, which leaves a microfilm coating designed to
protect against road salt, rust and general corrosion attacks from the
elements. Pro Tection can be sprayed safely over any surface. Once
dry it leaves a molecular film which protects the treated
surface. Pro Tection does not effect brake discs or other brake
components

1 litre PCT
5 & 25 Litres   Please telephone for details

PRO - DEGREASER
Pro Degreaser is a specially designed and blended formulation,
perfectly balanced to remove grease and dried oil build up on chains,
sprockets, spindles, engines etc. Heavily soiled components can be
immersed in the De Greaser fluid and left until corrosion and soiling is
removed from the surface

1 Litre PCD1
5 & 25 Litres   Please telephone for details

PRO - FILTER
Pro-Filter is another favorite and one of our best sellers. Pro-Filter is
designed to remove dirt and tacky oil from all types of foam air filters.
Simply immerse the dirty filter in the solution and squeeze gently to
remove the tacky oil, then wash the filter in a bucket of warm water
with a splash of Pro-Clean to remove any remaining dirt or dust, finally
dry thoroughly before re-using the filter.

5 Litre PCF5

PRO-FILTER KIT
Filter Kit includes everything you need to clean and prepare foam
filters. Contained in a 20 LTR CLEANING BUCKET
The kit contains

• 5 Ltr Pro Filter • Dirt Catching Tray
• Filter Prep Bucket • Heavy Duty Nitrile Gloves

PRO-FILTER KIT PCFCK

MEGA SPRAY
Mega Spray is an extending trigger for the 5 Ltr containers allowing
the user to simply carry and spray

MEGA SPRAY PCJ

PCF5

PCT
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PRO-CLEAN PRODUCTS

BUC - KIT
The complete cleaning kit. Buc - Kit contains all you need to keep your
motorcycle in superb condition.
The kit contains:

• 1 Litre Pro - Clean • 1 500ml Pro - Tect
• 1 Multi purpose super brush • 1 Big handful sponge
• 1 finishing cloth
• all contained in a 5 Litre bucket

BUC - KIT PCBK

RACE PACK
Whats In The Box:

• 1 Ltr Pro Clean • 250ml Tyre Lube
• 400ml Super Lube • 500ml Hand Scrub 
• 400ml Chain Lube • Big Handful Sponge
• 400ml De Greaser • Detail Brush
• Chamois

RACE PACK PCRP

PIPE GEL
Pipe Gel is specifically designed to remove rust and corrosion 
from  untreated steel race pipes. The pipe must be removed from the
machine prior to the application of Pipe Gel as it will cause damage if
in contact with aluminium surfaces.
Pipe Gel is brush applied and goes to work immediately dissolving rust
and corrosion, agitate gently if required, leave for a few minutes then
simply wipe away with industrial paper towel or wash off with clean
water.

PIPE GEL PCPG

PIPE PREP KIT
The kit contains

• 250ml Pipe Gel • 250grms Premium Exhaust Packing
• Application brush • Abrasive Scourer
• 1 pr Nitrile Gloves • 1 Bucket

PIPE PREP KIT PCPK

CHAIN LUBE
This high performance chain lube is a scientifically developed
lubricant designed for all open chains
The formulation of the lubricant allows for the penetration of the
inner roller area and prevents throw-off at high speed. Clear polymer
chain lube protects agains corrosion reduces power loss and is proven
to prolong chain and sprocket life.

400ml PCCH

TYRE LUBE (SOAP)
Tyre Lube...Tyre fitting with ease! This revolutionary tyre fitting gel
takes all the effort out of fitting a tyre.
Tyre Lube leaves no unsightly paste stains and the tyre slips on quickly
and easily. The unique quick drying, non corrosive formulation is
perfectly safe on all types of tyres and rims

250ml PCTL
2.5 Litre PCTL25

PCBK

PCRP

PCCH

PCPG

PCTL

PCTL25
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